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Dear Valued Member:
We sincerely apologize for the delay in getting this issue to you. No

excuses. The weather up North shut our editor and printing down for a
spell. Bill has been every which way - late train schedules - and Les has
had a bad back. Fortunately, Les was able to get the negatives done and
these were then sent to Texas.

Bert Zitek in Dallas will take over the task of getting the issue to-
gether and preparing it for the printer. And, we will be using the TMRA
printer, Herrman Print Shop, in Brenham, Texas. Distribution will also be
from Texas.

Please send your technical articles and letters for publication to-i
either Hal Kendall, 1621 Palomino Lane, Kingwood, Texas 77339 or to
Bert Zitek, 1324 Columbine, Arlington, Texas 76013. All for sale, ex-
change, wanted items news from the various areas, and local and national
runs and events should go to Bert.

We sincerely appreciate the work done by Bill and Les. Our new
Editor and printer have pledged to maintain or improve the quality of
service. Your patience and understanding is appreciated.

For those who have not renewed, this issue, regrettably, will be the
last issue unless you can float a loan and get the proceeds to Connie
Brown.

Hal Kendall

Executive Secretary
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DO POLLS SPONSORED BY GOVERNMENTAL AGENCIES
TRULY REFLECT THE WILL OF THE PEOPLE?

Have you ever stopped to think that Government is made up of people? I mean, individuals who
in concert make up the nameless faceless bureaucracy we encounter

^ daily. Did you try, I mean really try, to find who is the "individual" responsible for issuing the
warrant for your arrest for $XXX.XX in parking fines when you had just purchased a vehicle and
had not had a legitimate parking ticket in the past three years? On behalf of my Secretary at the
Office, I tried to determine this in the City of Houston. Would you believe their computer does not
talk to the State computer in Austin? More to the point, these individuals all work for a boss, just like
in a company that actually has to make a small profit in order to survive. And to prove to their boss
that they are hard working and doing their job, they must make more and more rules and laws just for
something to do. The more laws they make, the more their boss thinks they are doing a good job and
the more rewards they receive.

To make their law making more effictive, they claim they are only doing what the public want
(even though it is a pet project that they may not even believe in). They produce polls such as one in
Wisconsin that claimed that 85% of all motor-cyclists were in favor of mandatory helmet laws and a
similar percentage in favor of mandatory lights-on laws. Similar polls are produced time and time
again in their effort to demonstrate THEY are restricting your rights and freedom because YOU want
them to. BULL - AND - DOUBLE BULL.

I conducted a survey in Illinois among all 121 A.M.A. chartered motorcycle clubs representing
some 3500 motorcyclists. The results indicated that 97.6% of the motorcyclists were opposed to
mandatory headlight laws and a similar percentage opposed to mandatory helmet laws although most
favored wearing helmets on a voluntary basis.

- The initial results of your own survey showed similar results.

- You all choose, on a voluntary basis, to wear a helmet for the right reason, or 93% of you do.

- You are all opposed to having a helmet crammed down around your ears for the wrong reason, at
least 85% of you do.

- You are generally in favor of compulsory helmets for young and inexperienced motorcyclists who
do not know how to come in out of the rain, at least 58% of you do. These motorcyclists tradition-
ally have the highest accident rates. If they can survive the first year or so they can generally
manage to survive for many years.

- You are all in favor of using your headlight as a very vital and valuable warning and signalling
device when required, at least 91% of you are.

- You are all opposed to mandatory daylight headlight laws which deny you the right to use your
headlight as a signalling device, at least 93% of you are. Incidentally, those States which make and
enforce mandatory daylight head-light laws have demonstrated a higher accident involvement rate
than those States which allow you to use your headlight at your discretion during day-light hours.

- You are unanimously in favor of increased motorcycle safety training and aware-p ness
programs. This demonstrates that you feel you learned the hard way by trail and error, how to
control a motorcycle.
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DO POLLS SPONSORED BY GOVERNMENT, Continued
There must be a better way and The Motorcycle Safety Foundation and the American Motorcycle
Association are solidly behind such training programs. It is a pity that the Insurance Institute
claims that 2000 lives a year are lost because of training programs and that our dear friend, Joan
Claybrook, has expressed her displeasure at safety programs. She even took the opportunity to
knock the MSF for their efforts in this field.

- And, you all are opposed to the Federal Energy Conservation Act which denies you the right to
travel on the highways at the speed they were designed to be operated at, at least 81% of you are.

No significant saving in lives or accidents has been attributed to the 55 mph laws. Admittedly,
there was a slight reduction way back when gasoline was in short supply and driving (hence expo-
sure) was curtailed. Accidents and fatalities are back where they were in the good old days. Not too
surprising as most accidents occurred at speeds less than 35 mph and in urban roadways - not on the
Interstates or Major Roads affected by the double nickel.

In September 1977, Jimmy claimed you could save 50% of your gasoline by observing the
double nickel. Now I ask: 50% of what? Certainly not your annual gasoline bill. Even his own
Departments claimed it could not reduce gasoline consumption by as low as 0.4% to perhaps a
maximum of 1.2%. You can save 10% by a tune up. Big deal. Yet 240 million people are now black-
mailed. Did you know that at one time the State Speed Limit was a State's right? Did you know that
the speed limit was determined by the people? The limit was determined by the 85 percentile? The
law can catch the odd 15% but not the majority. Now, up to 95% of the public are exceeding the
double nickel. Just try to stick to 55 mph in Dallas or Houston. You are cut off, run over, tail-gated
and treated in a manner most disrespectful. Traffic generally runs at a steady 65 mph to 75 mph.
California has just made the 55 mph a permanent law.

You would all like to see a local chapter in your area, at least 85% of you would. Fantastic. That
is what it is all about. No one in Chicago or Houston can tell you how to conduct your own runs. It is
up to you to get it together with your own. In some areas your nearest sidecarist may be many miles
distant. Hence the national rallies.

At least 50% of you have indicated a firm desire to assist in running a local chapter if given the
opportunity and if we can find other sidecarists in your area. Frankly, we are totally overwhelmed
with your response. This genuine desire to assist is much appreciated. Of course, you do not have to
be organized to have a good time.
Safe riding, H. A. Kendall

Helmet law repealled in Indianapolis.
The Indianapolis City Council decided to re-introduce a city ordinance to require mandatory

helmet wearing for motorcyclists in the city in spite of the fact that this State law had been repealled
earlier. An appeal was made to educate the City Council. We pointed out the unconstitutionality of
the proposed ordinance to the Council, as I am sure, many others cyclists and groups including the
A.M.A. did.
The result:

 The Council voted 17 to 12 to repeal the helmet law in Indianapolis.
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BMW R75M MOTOR CYCLING AUG. '42
On many occasions since the outbreak of war when discussing military motorcycles I have

emphasised the important part trials generally, and the International Six Days in particular, played in
preparing the scores of motorcycling corps which formed the spearheads for Germany's Panzer
Divisions. These sporting events, allied with special training tests which the German military authori-
ties themselves used to stage, not only provided a first-class training ground for the men but enabled
the manufacturers of the machines to develop their models to a high pitch of perfection. All this, of
course, is stale news of the majority of "Motorcyclings'" readers, although I doubt whether our mili-
tary authorities fully appreciate the vital part competitions have played in the training of these Ger-
man Motorcycling units. The fact that the Nazis use motorcycles so extensively seems to carry little
weight with the military authorities in this country, yet it cannot be denied that our opponents employ
machines on the grand scale as fighting units.

The Initial Tests:
It is always good to get a line on what the opposition is doing and I feel sure that the following

facts will be of considerable interest to our authorities and motorcyclists generally, giving as they do,
a very good indication of the developments which have taken place in Germany since the outbreak of
war:as far as sidecar outfits are concerned. Germany has always been keen on sidecars outfits. There
used to be more German sidecar entrants in the "International" than any other country and the stan-
dard of reliability was outstanding. Constant development work, with trials and cross-country riding
forming the basis of experiments, has produced two very ingenious sidecar wheel-drive outfits, some
of the features which should be studied very closely.

Before going into technical details, it is worth mentioning that Germany's propaganda machine
is now openly admitting that her motorcycle manufacturers relied on sporting events to show up
weaknesses in design and that trials training was, and is, part of the men who handle these military
outfits. Trials and endurance tests, the German public is now being told, provided a means for bring-
ing out the highest capbilities and qualites of the machine and enabled all sorts of needful informa-
tion to be obtained.

The Final Tests:
This, of course , is very important, because working conditions on military servioe are even

more strenuous than in, say, an International Six Days' Trial. Despatch riders, as well as motorized
units, often have to flog their machines over thousands of miles for months on end before any oppor-
tunity presents itself for overhauling. Moreover, the terrain which has to be covered is as often as not
mere difficult than that encountered in trials, and matters are not improved by the fact that neither
men nor machine can be hand-picked for the job. Manufacturers have, therefore, been particularly
interested in those models which have proved their quality and given good service in the field, under
such conditions, because it is from such conditions beeause.it is from such experience, allied with
trials, that the industry has been able to produce the special sidecar outfit now in use.

For the BMW's and Zundapps, in collaboration with the military authorities have been respon-
sible. The latest designs were put into front-line use some time ago and have achieved striking sup-
port according to the German report which has just come into any hands. Their principal characteris-
tic lies in the fact that the sidecar wheel is positively driven.
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BMW R75M MOTOR CYCLING, Continued
"Ah" you will say to yourself, "we have had sidecar wheels on outfits in this country

for a long time." I am aware of this fact, but I think you will agree with me, that these
German outfits provide plenty of food for thought, particularly when it is borne in mind
that they are regarded as front-line fighting units and that they incorporate improvements
over other machines.

In construction, the BMW and Zundapp resemble each other so closely in their struc-
ture, that a description of one applies easily to that of the other. In both cases the power is
a transversely mounted horizontally opposed two cylinder o.h.v. engine designed less for
maximum power than for maximum durability. Both engines are heavier than their peace-
time counterparts.

The engine and gearbox are assembled as a single unit as in automobile construction.
The clutch is built into the flywheel and attached directly to the orankahaft. Both clutches
are of the dry-plate type, the BMW having a single disc, whilst the Zundapp has a double
disc. The gears are also common to both machines, inasmuch as that, in addition to the
normal four forward speeds, an extra-low emergency gear is provided. On the Zundapp this
gear gives the extraordinarily low ratio of 37 to 1. The BMW has an additional which may
be engaged with three of the forward speeds, so that, on top of the ratios normally used for
road purposes, there is a further reduction on these three gears for use over rough and
difficult country. The machines also have a reverse gear whioh, in the case of the BMW,
gives the rider the choice of two ratios, thanks to the special reduotion gear I have just
mentioned. Selection of the normal gears on both models is carried out by means of com-
bined foot and hand operation, the reverse gears, and the special reduction gear on the
BMW being operated by hand only. The hand change is mounted on the off side of the feul
tank and the foot operated lever is positioned to the near-side foot rest. The drive from the
gearbox is to the rear wheel is transmitted via a shaft. The rear-wheel drive, however, is
constructed in a special way, particularly with regard to the transmission of power to the
sidecar wheel. The drive from the shaft is transmitted in the usual may through a bevel
pinion and crown wheel, to which is coupled a differential drive from which the power is
distributed to both rear and sidecar wheels. The reduction achieved by the bevel pinion and
crown wheel is supplimented in the rear wheel and sidecar transmissionby two additional
spur wheels. Thus, the total reduction of engine speed is obtained in manner similar to that
found in heavy commercial vehicles, which, in fact, have much in common with these
motorcycles. This system was selected because unavoidable flexing of the whole assembly
made it essential to transmit the power with the least possible loss.

The transmission from the differential to the sidecar drive takes place through a trans-
verse shaft. The wheel of the sidecar is mounted in a forward position relative to the rear
wheel of the maohine - a most desirable feature. The forward position is determined by the
dimensions of the spur wheels meshing with those on the transmission shaft. The differen-
tial may be locked in order to facilitate travel over rough country, the lever controlling the
locking device being mounted on the right-hand side of the machine, just below the saddle.

The BMW and Zundapp are very similar to each other in frame construction, both
employing steel tubes with a box-form main member forming the sidecar chassis. The
front-wheel suspension systems, however, differ somewhat.
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BMW R75M MOTOR CYCLING, Continued
The BMW is fitted with telescopic forks with built-in two-way hydraulic dampers, a

system which we have known about for a. long time. The Zundapp features parallelogram-
type springing with enolosed helical springs and. oil dashpot damping.

Both machines are fitted with interchangeable car-type road wheels with knock-out
spindles, short spokes and very deep–section reinforced rims.

The tires employed are 4.50 by 16-the same size, in fact, as that specified on the
"People's Car"; about which we have heard so much and of which the German people seen
so little. Another very interesting feature which, is common to both machines, is the brak-
ing system. In order to achieve equal braking effect on both rear and sidecar wheels, a
hydraulic system is employed, the supply cylinder for which is located in the gear box. In
addition to the foot-operated hydraulic brakes there is a hand-operated cable brake to the
front wheel. The brake drums of the front and rear wheels are of the same size,and, like the
wheels, are interchangeable. The sidecar wheel is sprung on the torsion principle by the
twist in the two-piece driving shaft tunnel.

Fully laden, both machines can maintain average speeds of 50 m.p.h. on ordinary
roads, the BMW being capable of a maximum speed of 92 k.p.h. (58 m.p.h.) and the
Zundapp 95 k.p.h. (60 m.p.h.)  The special reduction gear on the BMW enables a minimum
speed of 3 k.p.h. to be maintained. So far as hill-climbing is concerned, the B.M.W. will
negotiate anything up to 1 in 2.5, whilst the Zundapp is a shade better, inasmuch as it will
surmount any ascent up to 1 in 2, which is pretty terrific.

The construction of these vehicles, so Germany's propaganda machine says, has not
only proved of the utmost value in the field, but it is anticipated that, after the war, they
will prove invaluable for special purposes.

As I have said, it is very nice to know what our opponents are doing. The information
is not so complete as I would have liked it to be, but that cannot be helped. It is sufficient,
however, to cause us furiously to think, and I sincerely hope that our authorities and motor-
cycle manufacturers will take due note of these latest developments in Germany. Our
enemey, at least, seems to be completely satisfied with the capabilities of the specially
developed combination. That satisfaction is something we should not ignore.

Note: At the time when this was written, August, 1942, Germany was indeed our
enemy.  Today, we are no longer enemies but friends and as sidecarists far more than
that.  Tis is a brilliant and very well researched article.  Our thanks to Motor Cycling
for their coverage.

Historical Section of Manual - From Ron Rennie (Automarket)

Ron is working on the historical section of the sidecar manual which will trace the sidecar from
its initial concept through the years. He will spotlight a few manufacturers and of course, his own
Kenna sidecar.

Ron is planning his trip to Bland, Missouri for the National in June and looks forward to the
adventure. He is building a special Kenna Model for his wife and two children, who will accompany
him. Look for Ron on his Gold Wing/Kenna.
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BMW R75M MOTOR CYCLING, Continued

The general layout of the B.M.W. R.75 and its positively driven sidecar chassis. From the
differential, power is transmitted to the rear and sidecar wheels viz double reduction spur gear

wheels.

A close-up of the two-piece spring tube which plies through the sidecar chassis and to whlch is
mounted the swinging arm for the driven sidecar wheel which is thus sprung on the

torsion bar principle. The solid line shows the swinging arm and the dotted line
the torsion tube.
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Street scened from the Phillipenes

MORE Street scened from the Phillipenes
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Alf Feldmann - 1923

Harley-Davidson w/ Harley-Davidson Sidecar
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Letters
From Carl Austin of Albuquerque

On page 2 of Jan ‘79 American Sidecarist, Carl Austin of Albuquerque, MN USA #125 detected
that according to the figures presented, our senior member, Floyd Pop ‘Dreyer is only 60 years old.
Carl also says that he's been playing with motorcycles since he was 14 years old or since 1924 and
he's had all major brands of motorcycles. His present bike is a '73 Moto-Guzzi 850cc w/Bingham
MK 2 sidecar and only 30,000 miles on it, plus, for solo riding, a V50 Guzzi. Carl, you were right,
those figures on Pop Dreyer do indicate an age of 60 but that figure is short by 20 years as Pop is a
mean 80 years young. Behind Pop comes Al Neumann USA #30. I'm reasonably sure that Al is near
77 years old. Carl, thanks for taking the time to write and we'll see you at the USA Invitational in
Kansas on June 1st, the good Lord willing.

Hey, how about this, ya know the "Godfather"? If ya don't, he's Mike Stanici Jr. USA #135 out
of Hurst Texas. Anyway, Mike is running for president of the Texas Motorcycle Roadriders Assn
(TMRA), one of the most progressive motorcycle associations in America. Mike has got "muscle"
and you Texas people have got to get someone with muscle, if you're gonna keep any of your hard
won motorcycle riding privilege Mike may be your man. Think about it.

From Lincoln Baird, # 99
I really believe your side car manual will be of great value. I have played around with sidecars

since after the war and at present have sitting in the garage a 1976 Goldwing with M68 Ural that
went to Fairbanks, Alaska and back. This rig made the trip (9378 Miles) with out loosing anything
(except the plastic bolts in the Windjammer after we got on the Alcan Highway) all that was required
of the machine was to change rear tires every 4100 miles.

Also have a 1958 BMW-R60 with a Pop Dryer sidecar plus several Honda's that we use for ice
racing and mud running (Enduro's) these last two rigs have been home made frames with trailing link
suspension mounted on 350 (blowed up to 440) Honda SL. We run metal screws in the front (600)
and rear tires (1000 screws) for ice racing and of course for the Enduro's just a big knobby as they
can take. Generally (450 X 19) some of the clubs will let us use chains for Enduro's this is when you
can really make the mud fly. At present everyone is getting ready for ice racing.

On these rigs we have extended the front wheel by placing a piece of aluminum (air craft) on the
bottom of the front wheel forks on each side using the four studs to hold the aluminum and using it in
place of the axle cap, then four inches from center of axle to the center of axle of the wheel, drilling
four holes (same as cap) to hold the axle in place, boring the aluminum to fit the axle, this stops all
fighting of the handle bars. (less trail).

Please put me down for two (2) Sidecar Manuals.I have helped build about thirty (30) sidecars
for Enduro's and I feel I can learn something new. Each hookup is entirely different as to what type of
frames. I use the end of a spring leaf because the rubber mounts in the spring end gives just enough
to keep it from being totally rigid. A long time friend still works at a spring shop and he keeps me
supplied with the spring ends and rubber bushings plus the yoke and bolts. Works very good.

Like the old saying goes "hind sight is better than fore sight" after the war I was buying 5350 -
5500 to junk for mud running hacks if I only had those nine (9) sidecars now I would be rich accord-
ing to sidecar restoration quotations.

If your ever out this way please stop hope to see you and all the rest come June.
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The U.S.A. and the Helmet Issue
In a recent poll of our membership almost all members, 94.1% were in favor of wearing and in

fact did wear, helmets. On the other hand, 81.1% were opposed to compulsory arbitrary helmet laws.

Recognizing that young, inexperienced riders may not be aware of the hazards of helmetless
riding, 66.7% were in favor of limited compuslory helmets for riders in this category.

Policy
1. The U.S.A. will promote the voluntary wearing of helmets by education and example.

2. The U.S.A. recognizes that arbitrary helmet laws have been proven to be unconstitutional and
violate the 14th Amendment of the Constitution of the United States of America.

Therefore, as law abiding citizens recognizing the authority of the United States Congress and
the Constitution, the U.S.A. is firmly opposed to the arbitrary legalistic compulsion to force motor-
cycle helmet wearing and will oppose any attempt to reinstate arbitrary helmet laws in any State and
will seek to repeal arbitrary helmet laws in any State.

WANTED: EXPERIENCED TEACHERS
By Dale McCormack., Full text in Road Rider, February, 1979.

The biggest problem facing motorcycle rider education is locating good teachers.

We are now beginning to see strong negative reactions to motorcycling. An important way to
affect our future lies in proper education of those who enter motorcycling each year. We should try to
share our knowledge so others may learn.

The Motorcycle Rider Course developed by the Motorcycle Safety Foundation is taught at many
locations over the country. These classes provide life-saving information and skill to new riders and
experienced motorcyclists.

The qualifiactions for certified instructor are: a good driving record, completion of a 58-hour
instructor course, and possession of a motorcycle operator license. A need exists for teachers with the
following: considerable street riding, trail riding, mechanical ability, teaching experience, driver
education conceptual background, and --importantly -- enthusiasm. Few schools employ this special-
ized person.

If you are a rider with this background or the desire to make up for inexperience, you are needed
in your home town to help in a motorcycle rider education program. To get one started, contact the
Motorcycle Safety Foundation (780 Elkridge Landing Road, Linthicum, Maryland 21090).

Some may want to take the "Motorcycle Rider Course." Others may want to complete the
Instructor Course for teaching their own MRC with grant support from the MSF. Literature from the
Foundation may include the course rationale, availability of teacher preparation and MRC courses,
grant applications, the Instructor's Guide, or other materials.

There are many qualified instructors who work unselfishly in motorcycle rider educatior classes
because they are serious, dedicated motorcyclists. They take time from riding to teach on weekends.
These teachers recognize the important role which quality rider safety classes can improve driving
for all highway users.
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NEW YEAR MESSAGE - by Hal Kendall

This past year has seen a 1000 percent increase in membership so we must be doing
something right. We have made a few mistakes along the way but that is part of growing
up. Your response in renewing has been fantastic but a few have not yet renewed. Perhaps
one reason is the doubling of dues.

As mentioned, we have lost our free printer since last September and must finally pay
our way. Printing and postage are expensive. Perhaps Christmas and New Year is not the
best time to ask for renewals.

For those whose income is limited, you may renew for a six month period. In any
event all current members will receive the January and February Newsletters to allow for
late renewals. All renewals should be sent to Connie Brown in Iowa. All members who
renew will receive an up-to-date roster of members, with a breakdown by State.

Perhaps the best thing to happen was your active response to our questionnaire. The
U.S.A. is not my club, nor Bill's club nor Ed's club. It belongs to the members. We are
charged with the responsibility to give you what you want. Briefly, this what you say you
want:

More technical articles and information about sidecars - tires, mounting, theory, opera-
tion, set-up procedures, safety tips and education, control, accessories, road tests, "do's,"
and "don'ts," training, touring, maintenance, etc.

More photo stories about members, their trips across the U.S.A., road runs, their
problems and how they solved them.

More about rallies, activities and chapter news.

Know more about to stop harrassment from legislative and bureaucratic agencies.
Know more about how to get outlying members together for runs or social activities. More
doing and less talking.

On the other hand, you do not want to see testimonials, club news, extensive personal
profiles, what one person said to another and their reply, junk advertising and so forth.

And, you do not want to see individuals or organizations knocked, politics, arguing
and talk, talk, talk.

I concur, our committee concurs. This is what you want and this is what we will try to
provide. But we require your assistance. Send your contributions in. One reason for the
"junk" is that you have not sent in your contributions and we must scrounge the barrel for
articles.

With your help the "American Sidecarist" will be the finest Sidecar Journal in the
U.S.A. All of you have a story to tell that others want to hear. Do not worry about spelling
or grammar. You can send your contributions direct to Bill Espe or to Hal Kendall. Lee will
retype in a format suitable for inclusion and send to Bill. But remember, we do not want
gripes and neither do your fellow members.

And, finally, all the best for a prosperous and fun filled New Year.
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LEGISLATIVE UPDATE
Chicago Noise Ordinance

Chicago Noise Ordinance - Effective January 1, 1980, the Chicago Noise Ordinance
requires that all new motorcycles sold in the city of Chicago must not exceed 75 dB(A)
(when driven at maximum throttle, maximum load and maximum power).

If you do not want to see all bikes banned in Chicago, write, immediately, to Mayor
Bilandic, City Hall, 121 N. La Salle, Chicago 60602.

California - Assembly Bill No. 2262 // Section 22348 CAVC // Assembly Bill No. 2296
California - Assembly Bill No. 2262, has been signed into law by the Governor. This

bill, which was opposed by the Modified Motorcycle Association, among others, extends
indefinitely the 55 mile-per-hour maximum speed limit.

Section 22348 of the California Vehicle Code had called for the 55 mph limit to be
dropped by June 30, 1978 unless a statute, chaptered before then, deleted or ex-tended that
date.

Assembly Bill No. 2296 died in Committee. This would have killed the mandatory hot
wiring of the headlight for all motorcycles manufactured and registered after January 1,
1975, as required under Section 25650.5 of the California Vehicle Code. The M.M.A. will
re-introduce a repeal this session. If anyone in California wishef to help, please contact
Ronald R. Roloff, Legislative Advocate, M.M.A., 2202 - 16tt Street, Sacramento, Califor-
nia 95818.

Galena Noise Ordinance, IL
Galena Noise Ordinance  - The town of Galena, Illinois, already has a noise ordi-

nance that prohibits motorcycles that exceed 80 dB(A). Galena police are "trained' to
recognize, by ear, a motorcycle exceeding these limits.

By the way, our vacuum cleaner (2 stage) emits 98 dB(A) and our lawn mower, some
102 dB(A). We held some belching contests - 80 dB(A) was easy to achieve and 85 dB(A)
was not too difficult.

RIDE AGAINST HEMOPHILIA - 1979
The response for our drive against Hemophilia cannot be described as overwhelming

but we did start a little late. If anyone did obtain any sponsors for any run and are sitting
with money burning a hole in their pocket, please forward to - Ed Johnson, 510 E. 162nd
Street, South Holland, Illinois 60473 so you (and the U.S.A.) can receive the proper credit
and you can receive the patcTes for your efforts.

We can make up for our earlier lack of organization by securing right now, sponsor for
your planned ride to the National Sidecar Rally to be held in Bland, Missouri, on June 22,
23, 24, 1979. Keep your sponsor sheet handy. Let's all turn out and make this a huge suc-
cess.

Hal Kendall
Underline
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FOR SALE-WANTED

FOR SALE:New set of sidecar gears- 27-8 for /2 BMW $150.00 #147 James Adams- 2630 9th St. No. B47, Naples FLA
33940

WANTED: Sidecar only, for Harley Davidson. Luther L. Craver- Rt 5, Box 268, Lockport, IL 60441

WANTED: Complete rear end for /5 or /6 BMW with ratio of 3.36 to 1. #3 Terry Strassenburg- 18461 Martin, Home-
wood IL 60430.

WANTED: Mounts for Busmar Astro and a Busmar Astro. #96 Marc Paula- 3249 No. Lawndale Ave., Chicago IL 60618.

FOR SALE: 1972-3-7? Cycle-Mate sidecar, white, good shape. Dave Clark- 535 Forest Green Dr., St.Louis MO 63119
Phone- 314-961-7568

FOR SALE: 1968 R60/2 BMW, 37,000 Mi, Wixom Enduro elephant bags, new Denfield luggage rack. Very Clean
$1500. Also Vetter Phantom full fairing, best offer. #114 Craig Schneider- POB 27081, Riverdale IL 60627.

FOR SALE: 1964 BMW R69S, very good condition, 22,000 mi, standard tank, safety bar, folding luggage rack, sm tear
in seat, excellant front K81 Tire. Very reasonable priced, deliver moderate distance. #89 Gil Frydell- POB 277, Sidney
OH 45365. 513-492-1389

FOR SALE: 1972 BMW R75/5, bik, fairing, Enduro elephant bags, new rear shocks, Dunlop K91's, xtras w/Velorex
M560 s/c '78, added ballast. $2350.00 Will seperate.

WANTED: #105 Rob Spinaz7ola- 4762 Second, #301, Detroit MI. 48201 313-832-1577.

Information for placing a Hang Two type touring saddle on a /2 BMW (or any other type of "Double" bucket saddle.
Craig Schneider, P. O. Box 27081, Riverdale, Illinois 60627

WANTED: Pattern for 1959 Steib Tonneau Jon Hinchcliffe, P. O. Box 1665, Eglin A.F.B., FL 32542

SALE: 1977 Jupitor Sidecar - Black & Red - Like New - $700.00 Ken Tribble, P. 0, Box 94, Wellington, Colorado
80549, (303) 568-3540

SALE: '72' R75/5 BMW (Short Frame) Corbin Gentry Dual Touring Saddle, Craven Bags (scratched), Right Valve Cover
(scratched), needs high/low beam switch. New Tires - 31,000 miles. $1,200.00 w/6 gal tank $1,000.00 w/4 gal.
tank '68' R60/2 BMW s/Hollandia Sidecar - sidecar gearing, new tires on bike, needs high/low beam switch, has Buco
Bags and Rack. Exhaust is two into one - home made. $2,200 - will separate. Charles & Linda Gilman, #47, 802
Senaca Street, Bethlehem.-Pa. 18015 (215) 867-.4877

SALE: 1977 Moto-Guzzi 1000 convert, automatic, 18,000 miles, mint cond, always kept in garage. Also; Jawa (Velorex)
sidecar (new), blk/with brackets. $800.00 #11j' Carlton Pheil- 95 Sollenberger Rd, Chambersburg PA 17201. 717-263-
0333.

WANTED: Literature, pictures, information on 1913 Indian 61 cu in. with sidecar. Don is restoring this classic and will
borrow, beg, or buy any pertinent information. Don McGillivray, 13041 Jefferson Street, N.E., Blaine, Minnesota
55434.
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MOTELS WITHIN TWENTY MILES OF RALLY SITE,
Bland, Missouri, June 22-24, 1979

SIESTA MOTEL, Owensville,
Approx. l5miles, on MO 28-17 units, price: singles- $7.28; 1 double- 47.28; 2 doubles- $11.44.

Address: 825 W. Franklin, Owensville, MO 65066. Tele: 314-437-3537.

FINN'S MOTEL, St. James-
Approx 20 miles. 24 units, price single- $9.36; two- $12.50; three-414.56; four- 416.64.

Address: PO Box 175, St. James MO 65559. Tele. 314-265-7200.

Forest City Motor Lodge: St. James,
Approx 20 miles, I-44 & MO 68, 50 units. price: single 410-412, $12-$16 for two people,

two beds, $ $2.00 for each additional occupant.

Address: Rt 3- Box 3, St. James MO 65559. Tele: 314-265-3256.
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NATIONAL SIDECAR RALLY - JUNE 22-23-24 - 1979
Bland, Missouri

NAME: _______________________[___________________________________[______________
First Last AGE.

HOME:________________________[__________________________________[_____[________
ADDRESS CITY STATE    ZIP

_______________________________________[__________________________________
SIDECAR MOTORCYCLE

_______________________________________[__________________________________
DISTANCE to the RALLY BLAND, MISSOURI

SIGNATURE _____________________________________________________

Your signature on this form relieves the agencies and organizations listed below from any
liabilities for personal property damage,'theft,bodily injury or motor vehicle accident that might
occur. The United Sidecar Association, Inc.; its executive committee (Hal Kendall, Ed Johnson and
Bill Espe); or Jaspers Campground.

Pre-registration includes: rally pin, camp site and activities of the rally. Joe Cimini from Cimini
Graphics will be there to record the rally album. You are not obligated to purchase this album.

PRE-REGISTRATION- $ 9.00 per person _________

AT THE GATE- 12.00 _________

CHILDREN- 1.00 per day per child _________

TOTAL _________

PETS ON LEASH ONLY.

Parents will be responsible for their own children.

Make checks payable to:

THE UNITED SIDECAR ASSOCIATION, INC.

SEND YOUR PRE-REGISTRATIONS TO:
Bill Espe 1019-28th Ave. NE., Minneapolis, MN 55418.

PHONE:612-789-6237

Where did you hear about this rally

NOTE: Awards are for sidecars driven to the rally.

THANK YOU, PLEASE DRIVE CAREFULLY. ALL THE WAY WITH THE USA

PRE-REGISTRATION closes MAY 20th.
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Honda Gold Wing w/ Goulding Tub on a modern SC frame

Birgitta & Ove Gustovavsson, # 58, Sweden, BMW R50 w/ Watsonian Palma
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